Standing Order #3A: EM Actions

Authorized by: Paul Golan, Chief Operating Officer

Applicability: Implement this order at Department of Energy Environmental Management Sites and EM facilities/activities at other sites, upon receipt

Effective Date: March 21, 2003

Expiration: April 30, 2003

THIS REPLACES STANDING ORDER #3

Actions

1. No shipments of hazardous, radioactive or nuclear materials by rail or truck are authorized.
2. Shipments of samples for analysis as defined in 40 CFR 261.4 and 49 CFR 172.101(c)(11), medical isotopes, shipments of radiation worker laundry, empty containers, and intra-site movements that are not moved by a commercial carrier may be restarted.
3. All shipments currently en route should continue to their final destination.
4. Processing operations of Special Nuclear Material, spent nuclear fuel, and high-level liquid waste may resume.
5. Maintain SECON Level II, or Security Condition (SECON) levels as directed by the HQ EOC
6. Site Emergency Operations Centers remain on one (1) hour recall.
7. Field Managers may continue other activities not prescribed in this order at their discretion.
STANDING ORDER # 3 A: EM ACTIONS SUBDIVIDED
Statement of costs.

Carlsbad, New Mexico